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CASE STUDY:

Amplifying Global Change
How Change.org is Creating a More Autonomous and Data-Literate Company

CHALLENGE
With teams and marketing campaigns
dispersed around the world,
Change.org wanted to aggregate data
analysis while also making the data
immediately useful to all teammates.
SOLUTION
Change.org made the switch to
Amplitude for product analytics and
with an internal Amplitude onboarding
and training, Change.org’s product
managers and leaders are more self
sufficient than ever before.
BENEFITS
• By Integrating Amplitude with
Slack, Change.org is increasing
transparency, efficiency and data
literacy across global teams.
• Amplitude Dashboards and Funnel
Reports give Change.org product
teams immediate insights into
performance of their customer
acquisition experiments.

“We’re discussing data constantly. It’s a very fluid
process for us with Amplitude and it was quite
cumbersome with Mixpanel.”
SHANE HALL
PRODUCT DIRECTOR, CHANGE.ORG

• Country leads have independent
access to product and campaign
analytics in Amplitude, allowing time
for data science teams to focus on
long-term projects.

Every day, thousands of people around the world visit Change.org to do a simple act that has
the possibility to change the world: sign their name or start a petition. Anyone can come
to Change.org to start a digital petition and use the platform’s reach of 100 million users to
garner support and signatures. A privately owned company based in San Francisco, Change.
org’s 200+ employees in 18 offices around the world are working to connect people across
geographic and cultural borders to support causes they care about.
Access to reliable product analytics is an important part of this mission. In 2016, Change.
org made the switch to Amplitude for product analytics in order to make data more widely
available and digestible to their global teams. Even in the early stages of adoption, the team
says “the impact has been huge.”

Integration with Slack Increases Data Literacy
Alice Benzinger and Shane Hall are two of the folks leading the charge for internal data literacy
and communication at Change.org. Amplitude’s integration with Slack has been key to
increasing data literacy across teams.
One of the best ways to introduce people to a new workflow that involves using data in their
day-to-day decisions, Alice says, is to use Slack. “Change is a place where we use Slack a lot.
We have a lot of channels, we are even deliberating on business decisions using Slack,” Alice
said.
The entire engineering team
uses Amplitude and Slack. Using
the two together keeps robust
conversations around data
streamlined and actionable across
global teams.
“The best thing about the Amplitude
and Slack integration is that
whenever people have a question or
are talking about a specific metric,
one of the users can pull in an
Amplitude report to Slack,” added
Alice. “People can quickly look at
the data, understand the trends and
talk about next steps right away without
having to go back and forth between
different tools.”

Amplitude’s integration with Slack has
been key to increasing data literacy
across teams.

Dashboards Enable Fast, Clear Experiment Analysis
Change.org relies on Amplitude Dashboards, Funnels and Behavioral Cohorts every day to
understand how different campaigns and experiments are performing.
“One really useful part of Amplitude is dashboards,” Alice said, calling them “a one stop shop”
for the team to see various charts related to specific products.
Everyday, product managers do
experiment analysis and operational
analysis in Amplitude. They review
customer acquisition campaigns for
various countries, determining which
campaigns are converting best and
why. The ability to glean quick
insights lets them turn around and
share learnings with country
managers so no time or acquisition
dollars are wasted.
“A big selling point is being able to do complex analysis without a very complex backend and do
a lot that you would normally have to hire someone to do,” Shane added.

Out-of-the-Box Tools Free Up Data Analysts’ Time
Understanding complex user behavior is a priority for Change.org. They dig into questions
like, ‘out of the people who signed a petition in the last 90 days, how many have signed up?’
Amplitude helps product managers and data scientists answer these questions quickly.
“Anything that we previously had to write a SQL query to figure out, we can now easily
determine with a behavioral cohort, which has become a huge thing for us because it’s
easier for people to look at,” Alice said.
This new level of self sufficiency for product managers and country leads benefits everyone,
especially data scientists.
“Amplitude gives us tools that PMs and non-analysts can use to do 90% of the stuff they need
to, allowing us to focus our analysts on work that is more strategic,” Shane added. “We can
leverage their unique skill set versus mastery of SQL.”

“Amplitude empowers product managers and other team members to
understand our data and answer questions themselves, allowing our
analysts to focus on strategic initiatives.”
SHANE HALL, PRODUCT DIRECTOR, CHANGE.ORG
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